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Seven years ago, the 400,000 residents of Suriname which gained its independence from the
Netherlands in 1975 considered themselves fortunate for living in one of the most prosperous
countries in Latin America. Today, residents are forced to cope with product shortages, rationing,
soaring inflation and unemployment, and last but not least, a guerrilla war. The guerrilla war has
caused substantial declines in bauxite production and earnings. Since bauxite is the country's major
source of foreign currency, cutbacks in necessary imports have resulted in factory shutdowns for
lack of raw materials and spare parts, while fertilizer and cement shortages have slowed farming
and construction.
Seven years ago, a group of army sergeants who had been demanding a military trade union like the
one in the Dutch armed forces, found themselves in control of the country after the democratically
elected government collapsed. Led by Desi Bouterese, a former physical education instructor who
had promoted himself to lieutenant colonel, they dragged 15 of the best-known civic leaders out
of their beds, tortured them for most of a day and executed them. The victims had been plotting a
coup, Bouterese said: "it was them or us."
The Netherlands reacted to the murders by suspending an annual $100 million in aid it had
promised to deliver until 1990. World prices for bauxite dropped sharply. But substantial currency
reserves and suspension of luxury imports kept the standard of living high for a time. By mid-1985,
however, the reserves were all but gone. A year later, a disgruntled army private who was a member
of a primitive tribal group recruited some fellow bush people and started the guerrilla war.
The guerrillas said they were fighting for a return to democracy. They began to hit economic targets.
They shut down the largest bauxite mine, which is operated by a subsidiary of the Aluminum
Company of America (Alcoa), and one of the country's two bauxite processing plants. They forced
abandonment of the country's three cooking oil processing plants, closed most of the timber
industry and blew up several towers that supported lines carrying half of the capital's power supply
from a hydroelectric dam. In an attempt to undermine the guerrillas, Bouterese has scheduled
national elections for November 25.
But the guerrillas say they will continue to fight, and Bouterese says he will not negotiate. As the
government has run short of foreign currency, it has begun letting merchants bypass the usual
central bank controls and pay suppliers directly in dollars. Merchants used to pay the central bank
in Surinamese guilders, and it would give dollars to the suppliers. Now merchants get the dollars
they need to cover imports from their personal accounts in Miami and elsewhere or by buying them
on the black market in suriname at more the five times the official rate of exchange. Both practices
are illegal. But in the midst of a crisis the government is looking the other way.
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Since December 1986, the government has been issuing ration cards that entitle a family to a
monthly package of basic foods. For most families, the rations are only a starting point for setting
their tables. Most are getting by on what they call "survival packages" shipped by relatives in the
Netherlands, where nearly 200,000 Surinamese live. In the jungle areas where the war is taking
place, nearly 20,000 bush people have become refugees, several hundred civilians are believed to
have been killed and some people ar reportedly starving. Most, however, live on the coastal plain,
and for them the war seems remote. None seem to be going hungry and a lot seem to have extra
money. "The hardship," said one intellectual, who asked that his name not be published, "is that
things are not as plentiful as they used to be. Every small shop has some empty shelves. One way or
another, you can find most of the things you need. But you have to hustle. It is very different from
the way it used to be here." (Basic data from NEW YORK TIMES, 07/13/87)
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